Save Time and Money with

EasyLoad
Expand your van and truck fleet capabilities

With the EasyLoad you can quickly
load and unload all kinds of
equipment or goods simply and
safely into your van or truck.
Work Safe: No more heavy lifting
and sliding of heavy loads by drivers
and employees.
www.easy-load.com.au

The EasyLoad is quick and simple to use.
Makes lifting loads and positioning them a breeze!
The EasyLoad stands out against all the other loading systems. Using the electrically powered extending
boom you can easily lift loads and then position them in the loading area of the vehicle. The boom and
winch are operated electrically with a single press of the button. The handy mobile control unit can be
operated very simply with one hand and you don’t have to rely on the facilities available at the pick up
and delivery point.

Heavy goods are easily positioned inside
the van or truck

Simple one hand mobile control

Simply hook the item up and EasyLoad
does the rest

Optional Pallet Hook

Simple installation
The EasyLoad onboard loading system consists of a high quality
compact winch unit with an extendable boom.
The stable light weight construction gaurantees reliability and is
maintenance free.
The installation is easy. The EasyLoad is mounted on a light weight
self supporting frame which is positioned by attaching it to anchor
points in the vehicle loading area.

Three models to choose from:
250kg
250kg
500kg
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1900mm
2300mm
2300mm

Each model is available in
12V or 24V
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Only two cables need to be connected to the power supply of the
vehicle - no expensive modifications required.
When vehicles are exchanged the EasyLoad can be simply
uninstalled and and reinstalled into the new vehicle.
Full installation instructions are supplied with each unit.

To discuss which EasyLoad suits your business please contact :
Aeroz Products
2 Mosrael Place
Rowville VIC 3178

Tel. (03) 9753 4555
Mobile. 0400 842141
E-mail: sales@aerotrans.com.au
www.easy-load.com.au

